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Abstract:

India is a syncretistic country where several religions coexist. A
mystical branch of Islam, Ṣūfīsm, brings Hindus and Muslims together
when the devotees from both religions worship the same saints and
meet at the same sacred places. The purpose of this essay is to research
if, or to what extent, a mazār is a meeting place of cultures, as well as
explore mysticism within religion. A special focus is aimed at Yakub
Shahīd Mazār in Banaras where an interview study was conducted
during the autumn of 2009. This essay will also show similarities in
religious views and

how Hindus and Muslims interact in the

multicultural city of Banaras.

Results show that the mazār is a meeting place of multi-culture and that
people from varying backgrounds meet there. They come for a variety
of reasons, mostly for wishing or praying, and the history of the saint is
not the first priority of the visitors.
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Sammanfattning:

Indien är ett synkretiskt land där flera religioner samexisterar. En
mystisk gren av Islam, Ṣūfīsm, sammanför hinduer och muslimer när
anhängare från båda religioner ber till samma helgon och möts på
samma heliga platser. Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka om,
och i så fall i vilken utsträckning, en mazār är en multikulturell
mötesplats, samt att utforska religiös mysticism. Ett särskilt fokus ligger
på Yakub Shahīd Mazār i Banaras där en intervjustudie utfördes under
hösten 2009. Den här uppsatsen kommer också att visa likheter i
religiösa uppfattningar och visa hur hinduer och muslimer interagerar i
den multikulturella staden Banaras.

Resultaten visar att mazāren är en multikulturell mötesplats och att
människor från varierande bakgrund möts där. De kommer dit för en
mängd olika orsaker, mestadels för att önska eller be om något, och
helgonets historia är inte besökarnas första prioritet.
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Notes on transliteration and terms
Arabic and Persian languages are both consonantal, i.e. only the consonants are written down.
When the words are transliterated into the Roman alphabet used for English the vowels are
added, and at this point differences in spelling appear depending on which system of
transliteration is favoured by the author.1 For simplicity I have chosen the spelling used in my
references, and where different books are in disagreement I have chosen the seemingly most
common spelling.

The transliteration of Hindi and Arabic words has been done by using standard methods of
showing pronunciation, and is following the methods used in Aditya Behl, R.C. Zaehner, and
other literature used. Using diacritics the pronunciation of the word is shown as close to the
original language as possible, instead of writing Sufism the spelling Ṣūfīsm is used. For Hindi,
the mute a at the end of a word is dropped.

Words from other languages, or words that might be new to a reader unaccustomed to the
terms of Indian religion, have been italicised and can be found in a glossary of terms in
appendix 5, page questions6. They are also explained in a footnote the first time they are
mentioned in the text. Two exceptions will be the words Ṣūfīsm and mazār that will be used
throughout the essay without italicisation due to their frequent appearance in the text.

1

Baldock, p. 12
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1. Introduction and aims
In the pluralistic society of India many religions have to coexist and cooperate. Hindus and
Muslims live closely together and meet every day. Their religions might seem very different
from each other, with the monotheistic Islam on the one hand and the polytheistic Hinduism
on the other hand. They do, however, have many things in common. A mystical branch of
Islam, Ṣūfīsm, brings Hindus and Muslims together when the devotees from both religions
worship the same saints and meet at the same sacred places. This essay will show similarities
in religious views and how Hindus and Muslims interact in the multicultural city of Banaras.

The purpose of this essay is to research to what extent a mazār is a meeting place of cultures. I
will also take a closer look at mysticism within religion and especially Ṣūfīsm. Aditya Behl
gives the example that the Bhakti movement should be seen as a mirrored hall with mirrors
reflecting and responding to each other. This example describes how I will try to look at
Ṣūfīsm, through the mirrors it is reflected in and influenced by. My focus will be on Yakub
Shahīd Mazār and its visitors. The mazār, the sacred grave of a Muslim saint, is visited by
both Hindus and Muslims and my purpose is to see if, and to what extent, this specific mazār
is a meeting place for multi culture. I will also look at who the visitors are at Yakub Shahīd
Mazār, a mazār in a Hindu dominant multicultural neighbourhood. What do they know of the
saint, and why do they come there?

Ṣūfīsm can be compared to a piece of fabric, intricately woven in patterns and with different
coloured threads from many places. This essay is untangling only a small piece of that fabric
and looking at how the weaving is intertwined. The fabric of Ṣūfīsm is full of patterns and
ideas from other philosophies and religions, and those threads are what make Ṣūfīsm what it
is today.

I have chosen to begin this essay with a quote from the Ṣūfī leader Rūmī, which summarises
the atmosphere I experienced at the mazār:
By the loving wisdom doth the soul know life.
What has it got to do with senseless strife of
Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Arab, Turk? 2

2

Rūmī, quoted in Pande, p. 19
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2. A teaching methodology perspective
In the curriculum for the compulsory school system, the pre-school class and the leisure-time
centre it is clearly stated that:
The inviolability of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people,
equality between women and men and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable are all values that
the school should represent and impart.3

Människolivets okränkbarhet, individens frihet och integritet, alla människors lika värde,
jämställdhet mellan kvinnor och män samt solidaritet med svaga och utsatta är de värden som
skolan skall gestalta och förmedla.4

It is not only in religion these values should be taught, but it is a natural part of teaching
religion to speak of these things. This essay will be focusing on multi-cultural meetings and
solidarity and equality among Muslims and Hindus. If I can explain how equality can be
achieved here, with the violent history among Muslims and Hindus in India, it will benefit my
work as a teacher.

Working with this essay will also give me a greater understanding of the 'sense of
togetherness and solidarity /.../ for people outside the immediate group'5 that I am supposed
to convey to my pupils. Teachers who understand other cultures and show an interest in the
background of the students and their parents will be trusted and thus have an easier time at
work.6 Writing this essay gives me important knowledge of other cultures and a view on how
different lives can be. In an antiracist and multicultural work the teachers own attitudes and
views are crucial.7 Generally people make quick generalisations about the students they meet
and draw the conclusion that their behaviour is part of their culture and do not look for deeper
reasons.8

A great many of the books in school that describe religion are written from an ethnocentric
perspective. The terms used for describing religious phenomena are taken from the
3

Skolverket, LPO 94, English translation, p. 3
Skolverket, LPO 94, p. 3
5
Skolverket, LPO 94, English translation, p. 8
6
Sjöwall, p. 19
7
Sjöwall, p. 9
8
Sjöwall, p. 36
4
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terminology of the own culture and may not apply in the same manner to another culture, (e.g
the term saint used in this essay, instead of the Islamic terms vali or Ṣūfī9). The authors of
textbooks also have to reduce, simplify, and generalise religion in order to make it
comprehensible for students. This selection process will be influenced by the persons doing
the selections, and their cultural or political perspectives.10 To counteract these biased
schoolbooks some experience from the complex reality is very useful. Of course a teacher is
always biased too, but the more knowledge that I gather the less I will be relying on
textbooks. Seeing religious practice up close and in a foreign country and realising that it is
not as simple as textbooks present it broadens the horizon.

The school should also give students an international perspective. It is important that they are
able to see their own reality in a global context and are prepared for a society with closer
cross-cultural and cross-border contacts. Furthermore an understanding of cultural diversity
within the country should be developed.11 The education should also have an international
perspective and create international solidarity, and give students an identity that can relate to
Swedish values but also those that are global.12 As a teacher, it is much easier to give students
an international perspective when I have studied abroad, and this essay which is researching
cross-cultural contacts will surely give me valuable knowledge for my future work.

In the syllabus for Religion A it is stated that students should be familiar with the fundamental
beliefs and ideas of Christianity and some other world religions. They should be able to
describe world religions and that will increase their 'understanding of different ways of living
amongst people in their immediate surroundings.'13 For the course in Religion B students must
analyse texts, traditions and expressions from other religions as well as analyse how religion,
different outlooks of life and society interacts. For pass with special distinction students
should 'reflect over rites and symbols from a comparative perspective'. The relationship
between religion and society is stressed in the syllabus for Religion B.14 This study will be
comparing Hinduism and Islam and focus a great deal on how this affects the society and the
community.

9

See section 4.2.2 for further explanation.
Härenstam, p. 117-119
11
Skolverket, Lpo94, English translation, p. 6
12
Skolverket, Lpf94, English translation, p. 4
13
Skolverket, RE1201 - Religion A, English translation, 2000
14
Skolverket, RE1202 - Religion B, English translation, 2000
10
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3. Methods and material
Through comparing and contrasting Hinduism, Islam, the Bhakti15 movement, and the Ṣūfī
movement, this essay will try to shed light on Ṣūfīsm16. The mazār17 will be the main focus of
the research since it is a very concrete example of Hinduism and Islam coexisting in the same
place and at the same religious site.

3.1 Previous research
The main source for previous research was literature, but also lectures with professors from
Banaras Hindu University were very helpful for my work. Most literature were found on site
in Banaras. A couple of experts were also interviewed; these interviews were conducted in
English without an interpreter. The interviews are transcribed and can be found in Appendix
3, page 54.

3.2 Interviews
Interviews seemed like the best way of researching this subject. Written questionnaires would
have caused a problem since many of the interviewees are illiterate. I was aided by two
interpreters; Mr. Ashish Yadav who is a Hindu, and Mr. Mirage Toha who is a Muslim. This
made it possible to check if there were any discrepancies in the answers based on if the
questions were asked by a Hindu or a Muslim. I was anticipating that there might have been a
problem interviewing women with only male interpreters, but that was not a problem at all for
me. I did not only interview Muslims with a Muslim interpreter, both interpreters interviewed
both men and women and both Hindus and Muslims without any difficulties.

Professor Mohammed Toha instructed me to go to Yakub Shahīd Mazār on Thursday
mornings or evenings. Thursday is the day for paying a visit to the mazār.18 The original plan
was to focus the interviews on young women. Religious research has often been concentrated
on the religious experiences of men, but women can have different religious rituals. Upon
visiting the mazār I realised that there were not as many visitors as I had expected, and this

15

Bhakti translates as 'devotion' and is in Hinduism 'a movement emphasizing the mutual intense emotional
attachment and love of a devotee toward a personal god and of the god for the devotee' See appendix 5, page 66,
for a glossary of terms.
16
Ṣūfīsm appeared in the 6th or 7th century and is a term for a mystical branch of Islam.
17
A mazār is the tomb or a shrine of a Muslim hero. Another term used is dargāh. It is often a place of religious
pilgrimage.
18
Meeting with professor Toha, 26 September 2009
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contributed to why I changed my mind. Also, I realised that in order to show to what extent
the mazār is a multicultural meeting place, I needed to interview as many different visitors as
possible. The interviewees were selected randomly on site. I wanted to interview five Muslim
men, five Muslim women, five Hindu men and five Hindu women so that the results would be
more extensive. Since the interviewees were chosen randomly, I might have missed some
visitors. All Muslim men and women I interviewed are Sunni Muslims. Sunni Muslims are
also the most common in India, but since I only interviewed ten Muslims my research cannot
really say anything about whether any Shia Muslims visit Yakub Shahīd Mazār.

3.2.1 How the interviews were conducted

The interviews were mainly conducted at Yakub Shahīd Mazār or in the immediate vicinity.
There was a specific set of questions (see section 3.2.2, page 6) and they were asked in the
same order and the same manner in all interviews. In most cases there were no follow-up
questions. The questions were translated to Hindi by my interpreters and the interviews were
mainly conducted in Hindi, except a few cases where the respondents replied in English. We
continued asking the questions in both Hindi and English for those interviews, to avoid
confusion that would affect the results. All interviews were recorded and some were
translated on site, while other longer interviews were translated later on, and then transcribed.
The transcription of the interviews can be found in Appendix 3, page 33.

The transcribed interviews have been altered as little as possible in order not to distance the
written text from what the interviewees responded. In some places I have altered the grammar
when that was possible without changing the meaning in any way, to make the interviews
easier to read. The sentences are sometimes awkward and the grammar might be off, but this
is not a reflection of how subjects spoke, but rather results of trying to stay as close to the
original translation as possible.

Since I had the benefit of using two different interpreters I can conclude that the answers did
not vary depending on if a Hindu or Muslim asked the questions, and that the translations
were the same in all interviews.

-5-

3.2.2 The interview questions

The interviews were based on five short questions:

Q1: Who was Yakub Shahīd?
Q2: Why do you come here?
Q3: For how long have you been visiting the mazār?
Q4: What do you do when you are here?
Q5: Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

The first one, 'who was Yakub Shahīd?', was meant to give me an indication on how
important the story of the saint is to the visitors. If they knew the legends I could draw the
conclusion that the stories are important to their religious visits. If they are not aware of who
he was at all they were probably there not to worship him specifically, but to pray or meditate
for other reasons.

The second question, 'why do you come here?', is a very open ended question and that made
the answers vary to a great extent. I did not want to ask a more specific question since I did
not want to influence the results in any way. This had the consequence that some of the
interviewees gave very specific answers, and some answers were much broader.

'For how long have you been visiting the mazār?' is a very straight forward question and the
answers of course varied depending on the age of the visitors. I chose to include it in order to
see if people had started to come there by themselves or if they had been introduced to the
culture of the mazār by their parents. It also shows if they keep returning or if is their first
visit to the mazār.

Question number four, 'what do you do when you are here?', was intentionally very vague
since I wanted all kinds of answers. I expected Hindus and Muslims to answer differently, but
wanted to give them the same question so they could respond whatever they wanted.

I made a conscious effort not to influence the interview results by asking leading follow-up
questions. This might have made me miss some answers, but I wanted the interviewee to
answer as truthfully as possible and not answer what he or she thought I wanted to hear.
Especially the second question, 'why do you come here?', could have benefitted from follow-6-

up questions when I got a very wide and non-specific answer. On the other hand, these
answers were the reasons the visitors mentioned, and not everyone had specific reasons to
come to the mazār.

3.3 Limitations
The research was conducted during a period of three months in India; so the short amount of
time may have influenced the results. The time restraint meant that the research was not as
wide as it could have been; perhaps the number of visitors and their reasons for going to the
mazār varies over the year.

The language barrier may also have caused some problems. The questions were asked in
Hindi and the respondents (with only a few exceptions) answered in Hindi, and some of the
nuances of the answers might be lost in the translation to English. However, it was still better
to work this way with an interpreter, than trying to ask questions in English based on the
limited language skills of the people being interviewed. It was important for me to interview
everyone, not only the English-speaking visitors.

Interview subjects were selected randomly, and thus cannot be seen as a representative of the
people coming to the mazār. The point is to choose and show some of the visitors,
interviewing all would be a too extensive study for this essay. I also tried to compare Hindus
and Muslims, as well as men and women, therefore interviews are not in correlation with how
many Hindus respectively Muslims were at the mazār.
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4. Background
Ṣūfīsm and the Bhakti movement are connected, they are both influenced by several religions

and philosophies and they are the esoteric dimensions of Hinduism and Islam. All religions
add things from other religious views and that makes it hard to describe them. Religions is not
a static phenomena, it is constantly changing.

When writing about religion in practice there is a risk of oversimplification, to tidy up a
phenomena into something clear and circumscribable, as well as the risk of mystification
where the religion is described as exotic and strange while overlooking common aspects, as
San Chirico notes.19 Keep that in mind when reading the following texts, even though a
serious attempt has been made to ensure that the text is well balanced.

There is a common discipline for both Vedanta and Ṣūfīsm which includes filling the mind
exclusively with the thought of God, purifying oneself, mastering desires and passions and
obtaining control over the body.20 Both the Muslim and Indian traditions agree on the
necessity of killing desire in order to achieve liberation of the eternal sprit.21

4.1 Philosophy and mysticism
In the eastern and western traditions philosophy, mysticism and religion have developed
different relationships with each other. In the east they have intertwined so closely that it is
only through an abstract effort we can distinguish them. In the Western and the Islamic
context their relationship has been ambivalent. In the west, philosophy and mysticism are
often in sharp contrast to each other. Philosophers like Hegel assigned philosophy to a higher
place than art and religion and found no place for mysticism in his philosophy.22

It is difficult to throw light on the relation of mysticism to religion. There are mystic
dimensions in all great religions, not only in their historical development but also in their
existential roots. Mysticism has surfaced in all world religions and is the 'depth dimension of
religion' according to Vahiduddin.23 The mystics within a religion have always been subjected
to suspicion and their views are often dubbed heretical. They were in many cases, in both
19

San Chirico, p. 1
Pande, p. 9
21
Zaehner, p. 16
22
Vahiduddin, p. 27
23
Vahiduddin, p. 29
20
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Islam and Christianity, persecuted and some of them had to pay with their lives. The Muslim
Ṣūfīs adhere strictly to the Sharia24 so they effectively 'preserve moral sanity and prevent the
antinomian tendencies which have threatened the mystics of all times'.25

4.2 Vedantic Mysticism
The Vedantic mysticism has its roots in the Upanishads.26 The Upanishads distinguish
between two kinds of knowledge – Para (the higher) and Apara (inferior). Apara knowledge
is empirical and it is knowledge of the fleeting world. Para is 'the knowledge of the Absolute,
of the truly Real'.27 To reach the innermost sanctum, higher knowledge is needed. Through
suppressing the senses and ceasing empirical thinking acquisition of higher knowledge, Para
Vidya, is possible. In order to achieve Para Vidya 'complete mastery of one’s mind, and
concentration'28 is needed. The Svetasvatara Upanishad describes yoga and its philosophy,
and yoga consists of two parts – the physiological discipline and the psychological discipline.
The psychological discipline includes meditation to understand the 'Real'.29
One who reaches this state of higher knowledge or cosmic consciousness passes beyond sorrow,
doubt and fear. He has destroyed all the particularism of the ego, overcome the separateness of the
self and the other, resolved all conflicts, realized the unity of all existence, the identity of his self
with all other selves. [...] He acts without attachment, devotes himself to disinterested service with
a firm and steady mind. Master of himself, poised, he is indifferent to pain and pleasure.30

The word Yoga means joining, and in yogic mysticism release is not achieved by love, but by
'intensive introspection and the mastering of sense and mind'. In Muslim Mysticism the
highest manifestation of man’s relationship to god is love.31 When this idea within Ṣūfīsm
appeared it was met with hostility from orthodox Muslim theologians. The theologians
maintained that there could only be love between like and like, and thus no love between god
and man since God is unlike any created thing.32

24

Sharia is the fundamental law of Islam.
Vahiduddin, p. 28
26
Pande, p. 1
27
Pande, p. 2-3
28
Pande, p. 4
29
Pande, p. 5
30
Pande, p. 5
31
Zaehner, p 89
32
Zaehner, p 91
25
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It is known that literary material from both Buddhism and Hinduism passed into Islam, for
example in Jalālal-Dīn Rūmī's texts. 33

4.2.1 The Bhakti Movement

Bhakti is not only a Hindu tradition, it can be found among Jains, Muslims, Buddhists and
Christians in South Asia.34 The word Bhakti is often translated as "devotion" or "intense
sharing", but the translation loses some the full sense of Bhakti. The word comes from the
Sanskrit verbal root bhaj, meaning to divide and share. It also has many other meanings: 'It
can also denote enjoyment, as of food or music. It can signify waiting upon someone, as a
servant attends a king. And it can mean to make love in a corporeal sense or to adore in a
more spiritual manner.'35
The Bhakti movement dates to at least sixth century A.D. in south India.36 The medieval
Bhakti movement spread across the country and it was in schools of Bhakti the mystic
practices were developed.37 The Bhakti movement started from the south and permeated entire
northern India in two centuries. The human body was deified and seen as something which
was coveted by the gods because the body is the only way a human relationship can be
established between men and the Universal Being.38

The role of Islam and Islamic religiosity in the formation of the Bhakti movement is often
overlooked according to Aditya Behl. A part of the text in the famous Ramayan39 by
Tulasīdās describes Marica in the form of a golden deer, and few people know that three
centuries earlier Muslim Sufi writing in the same language also uses the motif of the magic
deer already in 1503. The Sufis shaped the poetic, metrical and narrative conventions that
Tulasīdās uses in his writing.40 Bhakti 'is best understood as a historical dialogue, a call and
response'41 Instead of only viewing it as something bearing witness to presence it should be

33

Zaehner, p 94-101
San Chirico, p. 15
35
San Chirico, p. 14-15
36
San Chirico, p. 15
37
Pande, p. 16
38
Pande, p. 18
39
The Ramayan is the story of Ram, an epic poem.
40
Behl, p. 320
41
Behl, p. 321
34
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seen as a hall of mirrors reflecting each other, only paying attention to one side would be like
only having mirrors on one side of a mirrored hall according to Behl.42

The Bhakti mysticism emerges in the Bhagavad-Gītā and is more nearly comparable to
Ṣūfīsm. Before that Indian mystical writings do not contain any traces of love for the deity,

but in the Bhagavad-Gītā God emerges as distinct from and superior to the created universe
and the human soul.43
In all Indian mysticism the purpose is mokṣ: 'release from our human conditioned state'.44
Mokṣ does not mean union or communion with god, but release from time and space and
causality. It corresponds to the purity of heart of the Ṣūfīs but it does not have the same
implication of being close to God.45

4.3 Islamic Mysticism, Ṣūfīsm
4.3.1 The history of

Ṣūfīsm

In the 13th century the basic ideals of Ṣūfīsm permeated the whole world of Islam. Ṣūfīs
contributed to shaping the Islamic society and later some Ṣūfīs in India were brought closer to
Hindu mysticism.46 Sufism is the esoteric dimension of Islam.47 'The history of Sufism shows
that Sufis have always looked upon service of mankind as the only way to reach God.'48

'Islamic mysticism originated and grew into two regions of the Muslim world, ancient
Khorasan and Mesopotamia'. The seekers of truth and enlightenment among Muslims in these
regions came in close contact with Indian mystics. Khorasan was full of Buddhist monasteries
and Hindu temples at the time of the Muslim conquest. Baghdad and Damascus were centres
of learning where Hindu scholars taught Indian science and Hindu yogis held debates with
Muslim scholars. 'The philosophy of pantheism and the practical discipline of Yoga passed
into the Ṣūfī circles of the middle east'.49

42

Behl, p. 321
Zaehner, p. 11
44
Zaehner, p. 6-7
45
Zaehner, p. 6-7
46
Encyclopedia Britannica (accessed 20 November 2009)
47
Interview with professor Toha, 2 December 2009
48
Ahmad Nizami p. XLV
49
Pande, p 16
43
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Throughout the middle ages, Muslims acquainted themselves with the religious literature of
the Hindus. They translated almost all of the important texts into Persians (the Vedas, the
Upanishads, The Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the Yoga Vasistha, and so on).50 Many sects
developed from the conflict between Islam and Hinduism. The sects tried to harmonise the
two and provide a common meeting ground and some reformers (like Kabir, Nanak,
Chaitanya and Dadu had all Hindu and Muslim followers). They rejected the rigidities of the
Brahmans and mullahs alike and the sect of Kabir provided a link between Hindu and Muslim
mysticism.51

The Muslim mystics preached Unity of God and Brotherhood of Man when they entered the
Indian social scene. They believed that all humanity was basically one and humanism and
benevolence became important. The Ṣūfīs emphasised the dignity of man and rejected all
caste taboos and 'paved the way for a common ground of religious and moral effort for all
social and cultural groups of India.'52

There are at least two schools of thought according to Baldock. One is insisting that there can
be no Sufism without Islam and the other holds that the truths of the Ṣūfis are timeless and
universal and cannot be confined to one religion.53

Ṣūfīs believes in equality of people, irrespective of race, caste and religion. They do not make
a distinction between people on the ground of caste or religion. Over the years there has been
a number of intellectual religious and spiritual influences which have enriched the doctrine
Ṣūfīsm. Vedantic philosophy from India, philosophy from Iran, Confucius philosophy from
China, and old Greek philosophies have all been added to the fabric of Ṣūfīsm. Different
influences has enriched the status of Ṣūfīsm. There is also a group of Ṣūfīs who were
vagabonds and they used to dance and go into a subconscious state.54

4.3.2

Ṣūfī teachers

Ṣūfīs have been 'scholars of law, philosophy, theology, literature, medicine, mathematics, and
astronomy' since the tenth century. The Ṣūfī Muslims were often learned spiritual teachers,
50
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and according to Qamar-ul Huda it is widely known that the Ṣūfī scholars developed their
own ways of transmitting and defining spiritual knowledge. Mainstream Sunni Islam accepted
Ṣūfī scholars and they were crucial for the flourishing Islamic scholarship.55

The masses followed the simple teachings of the Ṣūfīs and the Ṣūfīs were admired by the
people. The Ṣūfī teachings stressed that every individual should reach the highest goal of
human life by his own effort. The Ṣūfīs encouraged the establishment of a direct relationship
between man and God.56

The teachings of the Ṣūfī leaders reflect the distinct influence of Islam. In the Hindi-speaking
regions the most notable reformer was Kabīr.57 Kabīr was born Muslim and was
fundamentally monotheistic. He was first a Ṣūfī and then a dedicated disciple of Ramananda.
The teachings of Kabīr 'touched the thinking souls of Hindus and Muslims' although it
brought some anger from the orthodox Hindus and Muslims leaders.58 In a time of antagonism
between Muslim and Hindu in the 15th Century Banaras, the weaver Kabīr 'taunted religious
specialists for their inability to see past their particular theologies toward the God who is
beyond all characterizations'.59 Another famous Ṣūfī leader was Jalālal-Dīn Rūmī60 who lived
during the 13th century and was born in what is present-day Afghanistan.61

4.3.3 Saint Worship in Indian Islam

Islamic folk religion in India has been under the influence of pre-Islamic and Hindu traditions,
according to Graefin V. Schwerin. Saint worship is the main manifestation of this influence.
Hero worship, or ancestor worship, was practiced by Arabic tribes and after Islamisation it
was transformed into saint worship of Ṣūfī teachers. The people who 'fought to spread the
creed, the so-called shahīds or martyrs, are also found among the saints'.62 The word saint is a
Latin word, meaning holy person renowned for piety and virtue. The terms Vali and Ṣūfī are
Islamic terms.63
55
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Hindu and tribal traditions are influencing the cult surrounding Salar Masud in north India. In
the beginning of the 20th century a researcher found that 50% of the visitors to the grave were
Hindus.64 Even though the ancestors of the Hindus had 'suffered heavily at his hands' they
worshipped Masud.65

The Ṣūfī tradition in India brought a 'voluminous theological literature which represents the
mysticism of an intellectually and spiritually pretentious social group', and the lower Muslim
castes are more appealed by popular saint worship, according to Graefin V Schwerin. Many
north Indian Muslims live in cities and are quite familiar with the ritual practice of Islam since
they have close contact with the mosque and dargah66. Muslims living in the villages have
never been completely alienated from their Hindu or Tribal traditions and often lack the basic
knowledge and the practice of their religion. The folk religion in this social group of Indian
Muslims have strong traces of pre-Islamic influences.67

4.3.4 Mazārs

A mazār is the tomb or a shrine of a Muslim hero, and it is also a place of religious
pilgrimage.68 In almost every part of India there is an abundance of Muslim shrines, mazārs.
The mazārs are integrating Hindus and Muslims, and there is a feeling of inclusion today
since both Hindus and Muslim visit the same graves of the saints. This tradition can be traced
back to the Mogul emperor Akbar and it is known that he visited the graves of Hindu saints.
There are also many Ṣūfī graves where Hindus go. Muslims believe that Ṣūfī saints do not
die; they do not become god, but come very close to god. The Ṣūfī saints act like a link
between man and god.69
The Ṣūfī Jalālal-Dīn Rūmī in the 13th century discussed the different ways verses from the
Qur’an can be interpreted. The verse 'And We made the House to be a place of visitation for
the people, and a sanctuary, saying: "Make of the place where Abraham stood to pray your
place of prayer".'70 Rūmī does not interpret the house in the verse to be the Ka’ba in Mecca,
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but applies a spiritual interpretation instead. The Ṣūfīs say that 'it refers to our inner world […
that] 'provides a sanctuary where we can commune with him in peace and security'.71

Mostly Sunni Muslims go to mazārs, but some Shias may go as well. Going to the mazār is
not as important among the Shia community as with Sunni Muslims. At the ground level, if a
Sunni Muslim says that a problem was solved or a wish was fulfilled by their visit to the
mazār a Shia Muslim will also visit the place.72 According to mr Alim Husayn, a prominent
member of the Shia Community in Banaras, Shia Muslims only go to the mausoleums or
mazārs of the first twelve Imams. Many Sufi saints are not martyrs, since they have not died
in a holy war. He also states that Shia Muslims does not think that going to mazārs is a duty.73

Hindus also go to the mazār, and the Hindus who go there will have less animosity against
Muslims. As professor Toha explains 'Hindus and Muslims paying respect to the same saint
helps to consolidate the Hindu and Muslim relation'.74

4.3.5 Yakub Shahīd Mazār

The mazār of Yakub Shahīd is probably quite new, perhaps 50-100 years old. It is a place
where both Hindus and Muslims go to pay their respects and it is close to Ravidas Park.
Before, people went only to Yakub Shahīd Mazār, but now people go to the recreational park
and then pass by the mazār. However, the integrative role of the mazār still persists. Both
Hindus and Muslims go to the mazār for wish fulfilment. They offer flowers, sit there for a
while, and receive the blessing of the mazār. 75

Little is known of Yakub Shahīd. The history of Yakub Shahīd is anchored in folk belief,
there is no historical evidence of who he was or how he became a martyr. Tradition says that
he died in the name of Islam and that is how he became a Shahīd.76

4.4 Multicultural Banaras
In order to get a good view on Hindus and Muslims living together a background of the city is
needed. Banaras is one of the oldest and continuous living cities of the world, recording
71
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settlements since around 800 BC. In 800 AD Banaras had a real city structure, and not just
scattered huts like before. The ancient city grew along the confluence of the Varana River in
850 BC and afterwards shifted southwards. In 1669 AD the city was destroyed when Muslims
invaded and it is said that the city was just like dust at this time and that everything had to be
rebuilt.77

It is important to note that Banaras is a holy city for several religions. The city is old, and has
maintained many of its traditions and its culture. There are over 3000 temples, around 1435
mosques and many churches. Banaras, traditionally, stands as an example of syncretism.78
Today a third of Banaras population is Muslim, or half a million people. There are as many
Muslims in the ancient city as there are Brahmins, and the majority are ansārīs (weavers).79
Approximately 25% of the population in Banaras80 is Muslim, and Muslims have lived in
Banaras for about 1000 years. In 1092 there was a battle between Muslims and the people
living in Banaras. The Muslims lost and the survivors decided to settle in Banaras and
continue living there after their defeat.81 Banaras also have about 25,000 Christians and the
majority are Catholics.82 The antique city of Banaras has ancient religious centres and shrines
which maintain the sense of religiosity. However, the inhabitants are the most important
factor in maintaining the religiosity of the city.83

Some Muslim ascetics associated with special powers and sometimes trickery came to
Chandan Shahīd mazār in Banaras at the time of San Chirico's visit. He notes that 'almost all
religious and economic Muslim elites in Banaras frown upon these rituals' but they are still
popular. The rich and influential people explains the popularity with poverty and lack of
education, which makes people 'susceptible to the suspect influences of Hinduism'.84 There is
a tension between high and low which reflects an important truth about religion in general,
and Banarsi Muslims, and that is that no religion is monolithic.85 A common misconception is
to treat Muslims as a monolithic entity. The Quran urges Muslims to be a global community,
the umma. The impression of monolithism is reinforced by Western campaigns aimed at the
77
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demonization of Islam where violent groups are equated with the entire Muslim community,
according to S.S. Gill.86

As both San Chirico and Gill explain, the identity of a Muslim in India cannot only be
explained as Muslim. Everyone is first of all an individual with multiple identities; religion is
only one of those identities. The individual is the unit of a family, a part of a community, and
a member of the global umma, and then a follower of Islam.87 Or as San Chirico puts it:
In Banaras, Muslims do not self-identify primarily as Muslims, but first by their identity as ansārī,
then as residence of a particular neighborhood, then as Banarsi. Their religion dwells within these
identities. [...] In short, there is no one, primary “Muslim identity.”

88

The Mughal emperor Akbar, who lived in the sixteenth century AD, surrounded himself with
learned Brahmins, yogis, Muslim scholars, Jains and Jesuits at his court and enjoyed interreligious debates.89 Akbar ordered translations of the Sanskrit epics into Persian and spoke to
both Sufis and Hindu sages. In Banaras, the Mughals are not remembered for their
cosmopolitanism, but for their intolerance. Under other Mughal leaders many temples were
destroyed and no major Hindu religious sanctuaries before the seventeenth century exists.90

In the fall of 2009 the relationship between Muslims and Hindus in Banaras was good.
Sometimes when there are political problems there are feelings of hatred, but for most of the
time people get along well, professor Toha explains.91

Societies are becoming more diverse and multicultural and it is important to maintain a
balance. India is a great case-study of how a balance can be maintained, according to
professor Upadhyaya.92
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5. A study of Yakub Shahīd Mazār
5.1 Overview of Yakub Shahīd Mazār
Yakub Shahīd Mazār is located in Nagwa, Banaras. Nagwa is a Hindu-dominant
neighbourhood; but the city of Banaras is a very cosmopolitan city.93 The mazār consists of an
inner room94 with a surrounding airy white building. Outside the main building is a courtyard
with a large tree giving shade to the area, and there are some additional graves surrounded by
plants and flowers95. The outer stone wall consists of pillars, and there is an iron gate at the
entrance.96

5.2 Observations at other mazārs in Banaras
I also visited another Mazār in Banaras – the Makdul Shahīd Mazār located in the Varanasi
Cantonement. The mazār is often visited by people with mental illnesses who pray that they
will be cured. The Mahant97 said that there were about 50% Muslims and 50% Hindus who
came there, and my own observations confirmed that. Both men and women come there, and
there were also children who came with their parents to the mazār. Women were praying
outside and men on the inside. At the mazār many people stay for 24 hours, praying and
making wishes that they will become healthy after being there.98

5.3 The visitors of Yakub Shahīd Mazār
5.3.1 A mixed crowd

Yakub Shahīd Mazār is a small mazār; there are not many visitors there in the middle of the
day. Most people come on Thursday evenings and that is why the interviews were mainly
conducted on Thursdays. The crowd at the mazār is a very diverse group of people. Children,
adults and elders are there, as well as both men and women, Hindus and Muslims. There are
people who are illiterate and have no schooling, as well as those with several university
degrees. Both high and low castes are mixed. Parents bring their children and this seems to be
a reason why many visitors go to the mazār, several of the visitors said that their parents used
to take them there from when they were young.
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5.3.2 Gender

It is inevitable to not split the visitors in groups of men and women, since men and women
have different places they can use in the mazār. In Yakub Shahīd Mazār women are not
allowed in the inner room where the grave is, and they may not stand in front of the main door
to the inner room. Women instead gather outside the inner room, near the three remaining
walls with a mesh between them and the grave and pray or meditate there. Men and women
do interact at the mazār, often a man was sitting with a group of women and talking to them,
and families were there together.99

On one occasion a man, the cleaner of the mazār, became very angry with a woman praying in
front of the door to the inner room. She asked him why it was locked and he answered that
she should not be there. He said she should know better since she was a Muslim, and that
women should keep 100 metres away.100 This was only the view of this specific man, most
men do not seem to have any problem at all with women being near the mazār, but it still
shows that sometimes women might have a hard time to blend in.

The women and men I interviewed seem to pray for different things, or had different reasons
for visiting the mazār. The women were more family-oriented and wished for good marriages
for their children101 or jobs for their children102.

5.3.3 Hindus and Muslims

About half of the visitors seem to be Muslims and half of the visitors seem to be Hindus. To
be absolutely certain a longer study period is required, and that was not possible for this
essay. There was no problem finding ten Hindus to interview and ten Muslims to interview so
none of the groups seemed overrepresented. There is a slight difference in their answers to the
interview questions as I will explain later.

5.3.4 Interview results
5.3.4.1 Who was Yakub Shahīd?

As stated in section 4.3.5, page 15, little is known of the life of Yakub Shahīd, and this is
evident in the answers given to this question. The answers varied to a great extent. The
99
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purpose of asking it was not merely to learn about Yakub Shahīd, but also to see if the person
behind the mazār is the most meaningful aspect or if it does not matter who he is. Only two
people said that they did not know who he was, many referred to him as a baba103, malwi104,
Ṣūfī, vali or saint and then said that they did not know anything else about him.

The general idea of who he was seems to be that he was killed during an Islamic war.105 Some
added that he was sent by Allah a long time ago, i.e. perhaps a thousand years ago or more.106
Another interview added that he was not the only person sent by Allah, along with him 200
people followed and they helped people they met have children or helped people suffering
from incurable diseases. 107 He is also described as a martyr and mediator of Allah. 108 Others
also gave the vague description that he is 'not a person' and that he has a relation to god. 109
The caretaker of the mazār said that Yakub Shahīd was a 'human like us' and a fakir. Allah
had sent him to spread the word of Islam, and later he died in a war.110
A Hindu woman answered:111
He’s a priest like guru in Muslim religion and according to her and she do worship to every god
and to every religion she gives respect and trust. We call Brahman and they call Allah, but there is
only one, just the language is different.112

Some of the people interviewed knew folklore stories of Yakub Shahīd and other saints or
martyrs.113 This can be interpreted as the stories behind the saint is important to some people
and to others it is not, but it might also only be a coincidence that people knew the stories. I
found it interesting that people knew stories by heart and that they were so willing to share
their stories with me. The people who knew and shared their stories were over 48 years old.
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This question was supposed to indicate how important the story of the saint is to the visitors.
Only a few people knew any longer legends, and those legends and stories they told me were
about completely different valis or saints. It seems like the story behind the person is not that
important. Everyone, including Hindus, agreed that Yakub Shahīd was a Muslim.

5.3.4.2 Why do
o you come here?

Figure 1. Reasons for visiting the Mazār114

Reasons for visiting the Mazar
To pray/wish for something
For meditation/mental relief
To remove problems
For better economy
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To cure mental illness
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To get wordly things
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Most of the visitors came to Yakub Shahīd Mazār to pray or wish for something as shown by
fig. 1 above. Five Hindus and five
ive Muslims gave this reason, so there was no difference
regarding religion. The second most common reason was being there to meditate or get
mental relief, and this was mostly mentioned by Hindu visitors. The answer 'to remove
problems' may include a variety of things, such as curing a mental illness or finding work.
Other
her reasons were distributed very evenly, being named by only one or two people. There is
not much difference between the Hindu and Muslim answers. A Muslim man said that 'It is
like he is stairs to god'115 and whatever people wished for at the mazār
maz r would come
c
true.
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Asking for healing mental or physical illnesses is common at mazār, but only three answered
that they come for that. I do not know if people were reluctant to admit that they pray for
things like that, but I do not think so since many answers seemed very honest and genuine. A
person might be reluctant at first to disclose his social background but later informed me that
he was very low on the social hierarchy.116

5.3.4.3 For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

Some visitors had only visited the mazār once or twice117, while others had been coming there
since childhood118. Since the age difference affected these results I chose to calculate how
large percentage of their life they have been visiting the mazār. As shown by fig. 2 the spread
is quite even.
Figure 2. For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?119
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The results show that people who have been coming to the mazār since childhood are mixed
with people who are much older and there for the very first time. It seems that most people
come back after their first visit, but that the frequency of recurring visits vary.
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5.3.4.4
.4 What do you do when you are here?

It was very interesting that what people said was not always what they did. Women were
socialising and meeting people at the mazār,, but said in the interview that they only came to
pray and then left. Perhaps they were not aware of what they did when they visited the mazār,
or something in the question was misinterpreted. When analysing the answers given in the
interviews only, and not the observations, the results show that the activities at the mazār
maz
varies depending on if the interviewee was Hindu or Muslim.
Figure 3. What people do during their visit to the mazār120

What do you do when you are here?
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Muslims were the only who did namaz121 or read fathiā122, while Hindus said that they do
ceremony. Although there is a difference between these things, they are comparable and in the
same category. The words for describing what they do differ only based on what religion the
respondent confesses to. Only Muslims recited texts or vagitha123. Meditation or Yoga was
mentioned by both Muslims and Hindus,
Hindus, yoga was only mentioned by one of the
interviewees124, a Muslim woman, and it might be the interpreters choice of words.
120
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Meditation is probably much more common than yogic exercises. Other activities at the
mazār was wishing or praying for things to happen, reciting texts, offering flowers or taking
walks in the area. Only one Hindu answered that he offers flowers at the mazār125, but the
shopkeeper was there often selling flowers, indicating that this is a common practice at the
mazār.

A Hindu woman said that she comes to the mazār to pray, and talk to the malwi and this is a
good example of how different faiths overlap at the mazār.126

5.3.4.5 Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

Some people said that they do not meet other people or talk with others, but observations
show that they do socialise with other visitors. As seen on image 4 in appendix 4, some
women are talking and spending time together and not just praying.
A Muslim man said that all religions go to the mazār, especially on Thursdays.127 The
shopkeeper selling flowers at the mazār said that he meets new people there all the time.128
Others agreed that people come from all over129, but some said that they did not talk to
them.130 A Muslim man and two Hindu women said that they shares their views and interacts
with other visitors, indicating that the mazār is indeed a social meeting place.131 Only one
woman said that she does not meet anyone, she only comes to pray and then leaves.132

The mazār does have a role in integration, someone who said that they did not talk to people
from other areas still talked to people from their own neighbourhood.133 A Muslim woman
mentioned that she only meets relatives and people from her neighbourhood, but also
emphasised that Hindus and Muslims are not different from each other.134
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6. Conclusion
In conclusion, the mazār is indeed a meeting place of multi-culture. In India, many religions
coexist, and they do not always get along well. However, the mazār is an amazing example of
how two different religions can share the same place of worship and interact together. The
purpose of this essay was to research to what extent a mazār is a meeting place of cultures, as
well as explore mysticism within religion.

Hinduism and Islam might at a first glance seem very different from each other, but they have
many things in common. The mystical branches, like the bhakti movement and Ṣūfīsm are
even more similar as discussed in section 4.2 and 4.3. Vedantic philosophy from India and
many other philosophies have influenced Ṣūfīsm and religions have blended together.

The study focused on Yakub Shahīd Mazār, a mazār visited by both Hindus and Muslims. The
interviews with twenty of the visitors showed that people come there for a variety of reasons,
and that Hindus and Muslims meet and interact at the mazār. The mazār is located in a Hindu
dominant multicultural neighbourhood, but the study shows that there are about as many
Muslims as Hindus who come there. The amount of men and women also seemed to be
evenly distributed according to my observations. Hindus and Muslims live closely together in
Banaras and meet every day, and public meeting places like the mazār might prove to be a
way of reducing animosity towards the other religion among both Hindus and Muslims. When
both Muslims and Hindus are paying respect to the same saint it consolidates the Hindu and
Muslim relation.

The visitors of Yakub Shahīd Mazār are a very mixed crowd, there are children, adults and
elders, men and women, and Hindus and Muslims. The level of education of the visitors span
from illiterate to multiple university degrees, and both high and low castes are represented.

What we know about Yakub Shahīd himself is only that he was a Muslim. All other
information about him is much more uncertain. Traditions says that he died in the name of
Islam, but no one knows how, or why, he became a Shahīd and there is no historical evidence
of who he was. The conclusion based on the interviews is that who he was, or what he did is
not that important to the visitors.
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As mentioned before, one of the most important things to remember is that the identity of a
Muslim or Hindu in India cannot be explained as Muslim or Hindu. Everyone is first of all an
individual, and it is never as simple as having one primary Muslim identity or a Hindu
identity. While drawing conclusions from my interviews I have put the answers in groups of
either Hindus or Muslims for comparative purposes, but keep in mind that this might not be
representative for all Hindus or all Muslims. The acts of the Muslim cleaner for example,
condemning a woman for standing too close to the mazār entrance135, is not representative for
the way Muslims generally act towards women at the mazār.

My main impression of the mazār and its worshipers was not what I had expected. Muslims
and Hindus are integrated and can live closely together. Yakub Shahīd mazār is in no way a
unique mazār. Makdul Shahīd Mazār is another example of a mazār where Hindus and
Muslims come together.

The mazār seems to be a social place and place not only used for religious purposes. People
are resting, reading and socialising. Praying or wishing is still the most common activity, or
meditating at the mazār but the socialisation appears to be happening even if the visitors does
not think about it themselves.

Going back to the quote from the introduction:
By the loving wisdom doth the soul know life.
What has it got to do with senseless strife of
Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Arab, Turk? 136

Sufism, bhakti and all the religious movements who meet at the mazār all have the same
purpose, wisdom and love are ideals the devotees want to achieve. It is important to note that
not all mazār visitors would describe themselves as Ṣūfīs, their visits might only be for
meditation and perhaps not deep religious reflection.

A quote, summing up the feeling I had from talking to the visitors, is the answer of a 45 year
old Hindu woman: '[w]e call Brahman and they call Allah, but there is only one, just the

135
136

See section 5.3.2
Rūmī, quoted in Pande, p. 19
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language is different.'137 What I have experienced at the mazār is a communal inclusion
atmosphere, where everyone is welcome.
6.1 Suggestions for further studies
While studying this subject many new questions arises. The study is small, and a larger study
would be very interesting. Especially interviewing more people would give a wider
understanding of the integrative role of mazār. Another area I would like to explore further is
the mystical dimensions of several religions since the mystical branches seem to have more
things in common than the mainstream religion.

137

Interview 20
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Interviews
Interviews with visitors of Yakub Shahīd Mazār; see Appendix 2 for a complete list.
Interview with professor Mohammed Toha, 2 December, 2009.
Interview with Mr. Alim Husayn, 14 December, 2009
Meeting with professor Toha, 26 September 2009.

Lectures
Communal Peace in Banaras – Past and Present, Professor Priyankar Upadhyaya, Banaras, 2
September 2009

Sacred Geography of Banaras, Professor Rana P.B Singh, Banaras, 17 September 2009

The Muslims of Banaras, Professor Mohammed Toha, Banaras, 19 September 2009
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Appendix 1: List of observations and places
Dates and times for observations and interviews
Date

Time

Place

Thursday, 15 October 2009

12:00 AM – 12:30 AM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations

Thursday, 22 October 2009

7:30 AM – 8:15 AM

Makdul Shahīd Mazār

Observations

Thursday, 29 October 2009

7:15 AM - 7:30 AM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations

Thursday, 29 October 2009

5:15 PM – 6:30 PM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Thursday, 4 November 2009

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Friday, 6 November 2009

8:15 AM – 9:10 AM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Thursday, 12 November 2009

3:30 AM – 6:00 PM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Thursday, 19 November 2009

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Thursday, 19 November 2009

5:00 PM – 5:15 PM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations, interviews

Thursday, 10 December 2009

9:00 AM – 9:30 PM

Yakub Shahīd Mazār

Observations

There were also a number of tries when we came and the mazār was closed.
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Appendix 2: List of Interviews
#

Date

Name

Age
138

Sex

Religion139

Highest level of

Occupation

education

Neighbourhood

1

Thursday, 29 October 2009

Faiz Ahmad

58

Male

Muslim (Sunni)

Grade 12

Teacher

Ramnagar

2

Thursday, 29 October 2009

Guddu Ahmed

16

Male

Muslim (Sunni)

Grade 3

Weaver

Bhelupura

3

Thursday, 29 October 2009

Madhukar Prasad Yadav

39

Male

Hindu

Grade 12

Shop keeper

Lanka (thana)

4

Thursday, 29 October 2009

Mohammed Mojahirsalim

48

Male

Muslim (Sunni)

Grade 10

Businessman

Madanpura

5

Thursday, 4 November 2009

Mohammed Wasim

26

Male

Muslim (Sunni)

Grade 13

Businessman

Bajardiha

6

Thursday, 4 November 2009

Rosan lal Harizan

50

Male

Hindu

No

Weaver, instrument maker

Nagwa

7

Thursday, 4 November 2009

Munna Gupta

26

Male

Hindu

Grade 10

Businessman/shopkeeper

Nagwa

8

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Raisa Bibi

35

Female

Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)

No

No

Sonatpura

9

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Wajida Bibi

45

Female

Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)

Grade 5

Helps in dye business and sari business

Pande Haweli

10

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Kanis Fatma

40

Female

Muslim (Sunni)

Madrasa

Housewife

Madanpura

11

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Shila Singh

42

Female

Hindu

Grade 5

Housewife

Samneghat

12

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Wajid Ali

45

Male

Muslim (Sunni)

Grade 4

Weaver

Madanpura

13

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Rubi Bano

17

Female

Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)

Preparing for

Student

Bihar

14

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Anu Kumari

17

Female

Hindu

medical studies

Student

Bihar

15

Thursday, 12 November 2009

Mala Pandey

30

Female

Hindu

B.E., MBA

Engineer

Nagwa

16

Thursday, 19 November 2009

Chhedi lal Ravidas

35

Male

Hindu

No

Rikshaw-driver

Nagwa

17

Thursday, 19 November 2009

Gulabi Gupta

50

Female

Hindu

Grade 2

Shopkeeper

Nagwa

18

Thursday, 19 November 2009

Jagat lal Raibhar

45

Male

Hindu

Grade 12

Shopkeeper and tailor

Nagwa

19

Thursday, 19 November 2009

Rabia Katun

40

Female

Muslim (Sunni Khti)

No

Housewife

Madanpura

20

Thursday, 19 November 2009

Arti Yadav

45

Female

Hindu

Grade 8

Housewife

Nagwa

138
139

Consider the age as an approximate; some people do not know exactly what year they were born.
When nothing but 'Sunni' is specified the interviewee is most likely a Bareli Sunni Muslim, but it is not certain.
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Appendix 3: Transcribed Interviews
I have tried to change as little as possible when transcribing the interviews, only clearing up
some of the English grammar mistakes by my interpreters (like changing "he do" into "he
does" and "sended" into "sent"). The grammar is not a reflection of how the respondents
spoke, but simply a result of my interpreters’ English. Both interpreters interchangeably
talked about the interviewee as 'he' or 'I' and I have not changed that and I hope that the
reader can easily follow anyway. Some respondents answered in English and I have noted if
that is the case in the interview.

Interview 1
Muslim man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Faiz Ahmad
58
Grade 12
Teacher
Ramnagar
Ahmad
Muslim (Sunni)
7:36 AM – 7:46 AM, Thursday, 29 October 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd was killed during an Islamic war. So this belongs to him and when he
was here, at that time there was no population, and here is his mazār. The two Mazārs
on the outside belong to the disciples of Yakub Shahīd. Yakub Shahīd was just a
simple person – a human like us, but during war he was killed and people they start to
do ceremony. In our Quran it is written that the one who has been killed during the
Islamic war, that person, they are not dead, the person have just left the body early
they are always going to live.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

Whatever visitors pray or wish for in this Mazār they will get. Whatever we want to
say or whatever we want to wish, we get everything and we just get our wishes
through him to god. It is like he is stairs to god.
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Q3:

Fort how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

He was a teacher in the neighbourhood [comment by the interpreter: you saw the
government school, he works there], since 1976 he has been visiting the Mazār – for
30-35 years.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

He prays and do namaz here, and pray also for whatever problem he wants to solve.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

During jummah-rat140 people they go to visit the mazār and they read Fatihā141. And
during jumerat... Today is jumerat, so today everywhere in the world people go to visit
mazārs, even out of India. People go to visit in their neighbourhood. Every religion
come here, even people here are form different states and different counties also.

Interview 2
Muslim man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Guddu Ahmed
16
Grade 3
Weaver
Bhempura
Ahmed
Muslim (Sunni)
5:15 PM – 5:25 PM, Thursday, 29 October 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

They142 have no idea. We come here in the month just once or twice. They don’t
know who Yakub Shahīd was.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

They come here to read Fatwa.

140

Thursday night
A recitation from the Quran.
142
There were two 16 year old boys, and we interviewed one of them but the friend was also present listening to
the interview.
141
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Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

They have been coming here for around five or seven years.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

When they come here they read the fatwa and they pray to Allah.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes, here you can often see different people, and people are from different areas but
they don’t talk to them. They talk to the persons from the same area [as they are from]
and that they know.

Interview 3
Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Madhukar Prasad Yadav
39
Grade 12
Shop Keeper
Lanka (thana)
Yadav
Hindu
5:30 PM – 5:40 PM, Thursday, 29 October 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd was here since, for thousand years, more than thousand years he ago he
came here when Allah said so, and that time there was nothing, just only forest.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

He comes every Thursday and Friday there because he is a shop keeper, he sells
flowers there. So he comes every Thursday and Friday.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

He’s been coming there for eleven years.
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Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

Before he starts his business he prays in the Mazār and then he starts his business
there.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes always, I meet some new people there. And the most of the people are from
Madanpura, Reori Talab, and Bajardiha. So people are from that area and I know some
people already from there, and some I don’t know. But he’s a shopkeeper so he meets
many of them. And he says hi, hello to almost everyone.

Interview 4
Muslim man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Mohammed Mojahirsahim
48
Grade 10
Businessman
Madanpura
Mojarhirsahim
Muslim (Sunni)
5:45 PM – 6:20 PM, Thursday, 29 October 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd was sent by Allah, but he was not the only one who has been sent by
Allah. When he came here, there were around 200 people like him who also came.
Before, in this place, like a thousand years ago, there were no Muslim population. So
Allah sent him as an, you can say advertisement, okay, so Allah said he should go
there and make more population for Muslim. So when they came they were helping
people, like helping them get babies, or helping people who are suffering from
diseases that they couldn’t be cured from. So they started to help them.

[Interpreters comment: now he tells a story of Magdul Saiyed Afrat Jahagir
Siwrani143.] Magdul Saiyed Afrat Jahagir Siwrani was the king of Iran, he left his king
life and moved from there, and he came to India with his sister Sakina and with two
143

The name is uncertain; the interpreter could not hear it clearly on the recordings.
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brothers. There were five people who came. One was a helper or something. It took
quite a long time to reach India and his family they tried to make him stay but he left
his family. When he came here he first arrived in Delhi and there he asked Allah: 'is
this my place?' Then after Allah said 'no, this is not your place' he moved from there
to a different place. And then he asked Allah 'is this my place?', and he got the answer
'no, this is not your place.' Then he went to Akbhar Pur so he asked 'is this my place?'
Then Allah said yes, this is your place. So if you go to Ambedkar Nagar, there you can
also see his Mazār.

[Intepretors comment: and he was telling what he had done, not Yakub Shahīd.] So
when he came there he also started to help people, and when people realised that he
was solving their problems, since that time people start to give him respect plus they
feel to him as a god. So he said there was some statue in the way, you can say his
disciple he was the statue and then he said to him, can we bring the statue with us. The
statue belonged to Hindus so he asked the Hindus can we bring this statue with us?
They said to him if you can move it then you can take it – it was a big statue, like a
human. Then he asked to the statue, can you come with us. The statue said yes and
then [the statue] started to follow him. When the Hindus saw this they started to
believe in him because they saw what he could do.

And since that time the Hindus also started to go to him with their problems, if they
have madness or any kind of sickness, Hindus also start to trust him. Once, around two
or two thirty in the middle of the night, he was walking in forest. There was a river
nearby. On the road, close to the river, there was a man. He asked the man 'is this the
right way, can I go here?'. The man thought, it is dark, I can say yes, and he will drown
in the river. And he led them to go that way and the next morning he started to say to
everyone that Baba is dead, he died in the river. Later he came to the river to see the
dead body and instead he saw the Baba walk on the water. Since that time he also
became a disciple.

Yakub Shahīd, Yanvat Shahīd Baba, Garib Saha Baba, those people they are really
popular and they have done lots of help. Rahim Saha Baba has two Mazārs in
Varanasi. One is for his birthday, and one is his death place. People still believe he is
alive, therefore they have made two.
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When the Fatil Sunenani Baba was here, the British government were here. And the
British government put him in lockup and chained him so he couldn’t walk. So when
he was going to pray he told the chain to open itself and then he did prayer and then
afterwards he told the chains to lock again. One British officer saw this, and the officer
said to a higher officer that this had happened, and he got really surprised to see all
these things. When a higher officer saw these things they also became disciples, and
took him out from lockup.

Once there was a wedding so the aisle was very small, it was hard for everyone to
walk in. so his [Fatil Sunenani Baba’s] son said to the que, can you move? So the que
became bigger and people could go and come in. Then after he [the Baba] was kind of
sad for his son, over what he did. And then Fatil Sunenani Baba felt that he has lived
enough, and he went to the graveyard, and was buried. When people opened the grave
after six months he was gone.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

His children are handicapped; they have mental problems. That’s why he comes to
visit the Mazār.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

My father, grandfather and forefather all have come to visit this Mazār so we also
come to visit the same Mazār, when my kid was five years old he got handicapped, at
that time he couldn’t stand he was just laying on the bed. Now you can see that he can
stand and walk. Before, I have been to doctor and all, but it hasn't helped anything.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

When I come here I pray for my son and my family. Even if you don’t come here god
will help you. For the Arvi Talim [interpreters comment: Arvi-language studies]

[He mentions a number of texts they read, and how many times they read each text.]
After they read all of those things they wish to god that my son can be healthy.
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Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

And he says that this Mazār is never closed, people are always here. All in the world
there are Mazārs and people go to visit them. Some go for good results, like in school,
for nice marks. If you’re in the Mazār and you are praying by your heart you should
drink the water from there and they should burn incense and eat the ashes and for 100
% you will get what you have wished for.

[intepreters comment: after that he was talking about black magic and this and that. I chose
not to transcribe this part since it was not relevant to my research.]

Interview 5
Muslim man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Mohamed Wasim
26
Grade 14
Businessman, saree business
Bajardiha
Muslim (Sunni)
5:00 PM – 5:15 PM, Thursday, 4 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd Baba he was here quite long time before. At that time there was not this
much population and he was a very knowledgeable person. At that time, the rest of the
people they had no more knowledge, that's why like for the Yakub Shahīd is not in
Indian history, if there was educated people at that time he would already be in the
history books. He was really knowledgeable person.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

And he goes there because who comes here, and what they have wished, everyone t
hey got what they wished and that's why he goes there.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Since 14 years he has been visiting the Mazār.
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Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

When he goes to visit mazār he reads namaz and fathia.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes people are from every area.

Interview 6
Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Rosan lal Harizan
50
No
Weaver and instrument player sometimes at weddings
Nagwa
Hindu
5:15 PM – 5:30 PM, Thursday, 4 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd and Maksud Gaji both they were here at the same time and the yakub
Shahīd was sifasalad [interpterors comment: it means like a president, the man in
charge of the soldiers. Now he is telling one story about Maksud.]

There was a one king named Raja Barnal and everyday he was sacrificing one boy.
Maksud Gaji came and interfered with the Raja Barnal and one day so everyday he
was picking one boy from different families. One time in one family there was only
one boy and his mom she was old woman so when Maksud Gaji went to visit her she
was crying so he asked what’s happened ma'am. She said today my son is going to be
sacrificed, the king is going to kill him. Maksud Gaji said to her, you can say to the
king that I am you son and you can make me sacrifice. Then she said how can I do this
because your also someone’s son. He said to her, don’t worry, nothing is going to
happen to me. So she brought him there before to sacrifice, the king said to him.
Whatever you want to eat you can eat. Maksud Gaji carried always a trishu144l,
weapon, so before to eat he took the trishul in the land so when he hold it the fort fell

144

A Trishul is a trident.
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over. If you go to see that fort now that has become college. So Basanda college is
there now. There is no more fort and Banaras is the name of this city in memory of
Raja Barnal.
Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

In childhood, when he was around 18 or 19, he was mentally disturbed, so since that
time he has started to come to visit the mazār and now he is fine. So still he comes to
visit the Mazār.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

[Since he was 18 or 19 years, se previous answer]

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

He does ceremony plus he cleans the mazār, he is [the] cleaner

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes he meets many different people and he sees them also and sometimes he meets the
famous people also, like the famous Babas.

Interview 7
Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Munna Gupta
26
Grade 10
Businessman/Shopkeeper
Nagwa
Vaisha, Businessman Gupta-(Teli)
Hindu
5:35 PM – 5:50 PM, Thursday, 4 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

He was the malwi [intepreters comment: in Hinduism we have the bramhmina, and

malvi is that]

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

He gets peace when he visits there plus all his wishes are going to complete.
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Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Since 12 years he has been visiting that Mazār.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

When he goes there he does ceremony.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

And he said for there are many different people from the city but he don’t talk to them.

Interview 8
Muslim woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Raisa Bibi
35
No, but traditional madrasa (illiterate)
No
Sonarpura
She did not say exactly, but she lives in extreme poverty - Amsari
Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)
4:00 PM – 4:15 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

She does not give any answer, or anything about Yakub Shahīd. She comes only
because her mother used to come here and she maintained going to the Baba.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

She replied that she has been sick for a long time so she wants to cure herself. She is in
a hurry, she wants to go. [The interview is ended, but reassumed again since she
changed her mind]. She agreed to stay. She also replied that she comes here for this
shrine, he is the mediator of Allah, he is the well-wisher of Allah. /…/ She want the
Baba, Yakub Shahīd Baba, to pray to Allah. A great many intentions, she wants the
Baba to interfere in her matter and for her problems to side.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

She has been coming here since childhood.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?
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A4:

When she is here she performs her namaz and reciting of the Quran, [interpreters
comment: the holy book of Islam] and also performs some vagitha and after that she
takes Doha. [Interpreters comment: vagitha means she recites one name of Allah
hundred times]

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

She meets only relatives and neighbourhood members. She says that she does not see
Hindus and Muslims differently; in her own way of thinking Hindus and Muslims are
no different.

Interview 9
Muslim woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Wajida Bibi
45
Grade 5
Helper in dye business and sari business
Pande Haweli
Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)
4:20 PM – 4:25 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Yakub Shahīd is a Vali [interpreters comment: Vali is an Arabic word, meaning friend
of Allah] and also martyr.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

She said that because her business is failing she wants the Baba to pray for her
successful business. That is one reason, the next reason is that all members of her
family are very, you can say, very worried and have deep difficulties. So she wants the
Baba to pray for removing her family’s difficulties. [Interpreters comment: You know
Baba is like a mediator of Allah] so because of this, if Yakub Shahīd prays for her, for
her removal of these bad thing, then her problems will be solved.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?
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A3:

Since childhood, but not frequently, she comes here once a month. Not frequently. But
she always comes on Thursdays, mostly.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

She performs […] and recites some Quran verses and also performs vagitha
[interpreters comment: again and again repeating a word or sentence] and also
performs namaz and takes some time here, like yoga.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes, she meets relatives and people who are visiting from here and there, people who
come from Muslim localities and from far distances, and neighbourhood men also.

Interview 10
Muslim woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Kanis Fatma
40
Madrasa
Housewife
Madanpura
Ansārī
Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)
4:30 PM – 4:45 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

She said that Yakub Shahīd is a Ṣūfī and Vali, and also martyr and also mediator of
Allah.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

She has two or three daughters and she wants their marriage to bee soon. She wants
the Baba to pray for good marriages for her daughters. She also has deep problems,
because business is failed and she is also affected with some diseases and she wants
the Baba to pray for her relief. She also wants to perform hajj, and wants the Baba to
pray for that.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?
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A3:

She has been coming for 35 years.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

She performs namaz and also recites Quran and also visiting, taking walks in the
courtyard. These are the main things.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

She said yes, she said she meets her kin members and neighbouring persons and also
people who come here from different and far locations.

Interview 11
Hindu woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Shila Singh
42
Grade 5
Housewife
Samneghat
Kshatrya
Hindu
4:45 PM – 5:00 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

She replies that he is the only Baba who came here from Allah's advice. She knows
only this about Yakub Shahīd.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

She has a child, children, who has graduated and he is jobless so she wants the Baba,
in Hindus view, Baba is one god, and she wants Baba to pray for her child to get job.
She wants the Baba to pray for these things. And she wants to pray for good marriage.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

She has been coming here since April 2009.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

She takes meditation here. She cannot recite Quran of wagitha, so she meditates.
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Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes, I meet people. She meets the caretaker, and also neighbouring persons.

Interview 12
Muslim Man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Wajid Ali
45
Grade 4
Weaver
Madanpura
Ansari
Muslim (Sunni)
4:45 PM – 4:55 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

He says that Yakub Shahīd is a Vali and he came here for the propagation of Islam and
because of this he was killed here in the way of Allah and he became a martyr, Shahīd.
Because of this, his name is Yakub Shahīd.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

He said that he comes here for getting various things, he wants all worldly things. Like
all things. And he comes here for mental relief. When he is in distress, or has
problems, then he comes here. This problem is /.../ so because of this he comes here.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Since childhood, he came here with his father and mother.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

He said that he performs namaz here, and also recites some Quran paragraphs. And he
also prays and wishes.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

He meets relatives and kin member, and the caretaker, and people coming from far
away areas. He shares his views and interacts with them.
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Interview 13 & Interview 14
These girls came together and I decided to interview both at the same time.
Muslim woman
Name:
Age:
Education:

Rubi Bano
17
Preparing for medical
studies
Occupation:
Student
Neighbourhood:
Bihar (another state)
Social background: Sediki
Religion:
Muslim (Sunni, Bareli)

Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Hindu woman
Name:
Age:
Education:

Anu Kumari
17
Preparing for medical
studies
Occupation:
Student
Neighbourhood:
Bihar (another state)
Social background: Kshatrya (she would not
say more about her jati)
Religion:
Hindu

5:00 PM – 5:10 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

Rubi: I think I read something about it, who he was and he also coming here. And he
is only the way. He is not a person, he has a relation to god and we know only that he
was here.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

Rubi: In the search of... We have... I, there is no reason..

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Anu: For three months.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

Anu: [Interpreters comment: she is Hindu], because of this, she meditates and also

prays.
Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Rubi: She said that they meet people, or she exchanges her views with common

people.
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Interview 15
Hindu woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Mala Pandey
30
B.E. (Bachelor of Engineering), MBA (Master of Business
Administration)
Engineer
Nagwa
Saryupari, suslovd - Brahmin
Hindu
5:25 PM – 5:30 PM, Thursday, 12 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Mirage Toha

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

She said that Yakub Shahīd is a saint.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

[From now on Mala answers in English] For my daughter, somebody told me that he is
very much famous, and somebody told me that I could come for that sort of thing, for
my daughter.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Five years, no, for two years, I came here last time in 2007, and this time in 2009.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

I used to pray everything, and I used to talk to that person, the malwi145.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

No, I come here and I do whatever Puja thing and then I go.

Interview 16
Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:

145

Chhedi lal Ravidas
35
No

A Malwi is someone who knows the Quran very well.
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Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Rikshaw-driver
Nagwa
Untouchable (Harijan)
Hindu
9:45 AM – 9:55 AM, Thursday, 19 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

He is daily visitor there and he goes there because he was a Baba.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

His soul got really peaceful, that is why he visits everyday there.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Since 33 years he has been visiting.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

When he goes three he does ceremony and he try make god happy.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes I meet different people and he talk with them.

Interview 17
Hindu woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Gulabi Gupta
50
Grade 2
Shopkeeper
Nagwa
Hindu
9:55 AM – 10:05 AM, Thursday, 19 November 2009
Outside Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

According to her she said when the fight between British government and Hindu, like
for the Indian people the time they got dead she gives three name. Three very popular
people they go to visit Mudkatta Baba, tad Baba and Yakub Shahīd. All those three is
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the same. She said that mudkatta Baba, the British government cut his head off. His
head is in that temple and then they cut some part in tad Baba and people do worship
there and the rest of the body is in Yakub Shahīd mazār. According to her all of those
are the same person and body.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

She goes there because that Baba is very jagta Baba, he listens very fast, your wishes
are going to complete very fast. And she get peaceful there. Whatever she wishes is
going to complete. The second reason is that it is in her area, the third is the meaning
of this, you can say, he is a king. Whatever you wish you are going to get there.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

She goes there since 30 years.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

Whenever she goes there she covers her hair and she has some stuff that she offers,
incense and some more things she offers him and then she do ceremony.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

She doesn’t meet but she sees people.

Interview 18
Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:
Q1:

Jagat lal Raibhar
~ 45
Grade 10
Shopkeeper and tailor
Nagwa
Hindu
10:05 AM – 10:15 AM, Thursday, 19 November 2009
Outside Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Who was Yakub Shahīd?
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A1:

Yakub Shahīd he was working, a worker for the king of Varanasi. [The intepretor
asked an additional question: Why do people worship him?] Maybe he was a kind of a
great holy man or knowledgeable person.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

Sometimes he goes there, and according to him he sees every religion as the same and
he gives respect to all the religion. He believe all in the religion and whenever he goes
he get peace there.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

He’s visiting there since 25 years.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

According to him it is not necessary to have to spend the time there, so when he goes
there he just do worship and then after he just goes from there. And from outside also
he can just pray and then he go.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

Yes, we see different people, but most people are from Sonarpura, Bajardiha,
Madanpura, Rewari Talab, from those areas people they come lot.

Interview 19
Muslim woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Rajya Khatiya
40
No
Housewife
Madanpura
Khati
Muslim (Sunni)
10:15 AM – 10:20 AM, Thursday, 19 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

She knows like he is Baba, they don't know more about him.
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Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

Since when they started coming to the mazār it has been a benefit for them. Whatever
they have wished Allah has completed.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

She’s come after marriage, she start to visit this mazār. Since 30 years146 she’s visiting
there.

Q4:

A4:

What do you do when you are here?

When she go there she read like the book, the namaz, in the mazār.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

There is no forbidden religion. All the religion people come to the mazār and people
from different places come here too.

Interview 20
Hindu woman
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Arti Yadav
45
Grade 8
Housewife
Nagwa
Hindu
10:20 AM – 10:30 AM, Thursday, 19 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

He’s a priest like guru in Muslim religion and according to her and she do worship to
every god and to every religion she gives respect and trust. We call Brahman and they
call Allah, but there is only one, just the language is different.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

Muslim religion is much better and people they follow that if you compare to the
Hindu religion because if you see someway, the Hindus they don’t trust in their god

146

Probably her age or the number of years she has been visiting the mazār is not correct. Not all people know
how old they are exactly.
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when Hindu they do ceremony so the same time they put ten statues and they do
ceremony but in Muslim if they do ceremony they follow only one. The reason for this
have you seen ever any Muslim visit Hindu temples? No, because they know, and they
trust their god. She has also trust, that’s why she goes to visit there.
Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

Since 24 years she has visiting there.

Q4:

What do you do when you are here?

A4:

Ceremony, and her house is near there, in that area, that’s why she goes there and does
ceremony.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

There are people from different places there all the time.
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Additional interviews
#

Date

Name

21

Thursday, 4 November 2009

Abdul Rasid

Caretaker of the Mazār

22

Wednesday, 2 December 2009

Professor Mohammed Toha

Professor of Sociology

23

Monday, 14 December 2009

Alim Husayn

21 – Interview with the caretaker of the Yakub Shahīd Mazār
This interview was conducted without preparation, we were shown to the caretaker when we
tried to interview visitors and I had not prepared any specific questions for him. It would have
been very impolite not to want to talk to him so we did an interview with the same questions
as for the visitors. After this interview no other visitors would talk to us since they believed
that the caretaker had given us more correct answers than they had. Mr. Rasid was reluctant
to answer the interview questions and I decided not to interview him with another set of
questions and focus more on the visitors of Yakub Shahīd Mazār instead.

Hindu man
Name:
Age:
Education:
Occupation:
Neighbourhood:
Social background:
Religion:
Date and time:
Place:
Interpreter:

Abdul Rasid
76
No
Caretaker of the Mazār
Nagwa
Hindu
5:30 PM – 5:45 PM, Thursday, 4 November 2009
Yakub Shahīd Mazār, Banaras
Ashish Yadav

Q1:

Who was Yakub Shahīd?

A1:

He was one human like us and he was a fakir and Allah have sended him to give the
knowledge and give more publicity for the Islam. And he told also everyone, he told
people about Islam. After that there was some war and during that war he got killed.

Q2:

Why do you come here?

A2:

He is the man in charge of the Mazār and he is a worshiper also.

Q3:

For how long have you been visiting the Mazār?

A3:

He has been coming since 60 or 65 years.
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Q4:

A4:

What do you do when you are here?

When he goes there he reads fatihā and namaz and checks if everything is okay or if
anything is missing. If something is missing he has to make it complete.

Q5:

Do you meet people when you are here? Who?

A5:

And he said yes, from city, different people also come.

22 – Interview with Professor Mohammed Toha
This interview was conducted in English. Due to bad audio quality and my limited knowledge
of Islamic terms some names might have been misspelled. At some places in the interview the
term or name is inaudible and have been left out in order to insure that the transcription is as
correct as possible.

Name:

Mohammed Toha

Date and time:

2:45 PM – 3:20 PM, Wednesday, 2 December 2009

Place:

At his home in Reori Talab

Q:

Can you tell me something about Ṣūfīsm in general, what it is about?

A:

Well, Ṣūfīsm is the esoteric dimension of Islam, it is also part inner dimension of
Islam, and Ṣūfīsm

originated right from the beginning when the Quran came to

Prophet Mohammad, and he has some of the followers who used to sit before the
mosque on a platform, they used to wear the woollen robe which was called sūf and
therefore the followers of that tradition, they are known as Ṣūfīs. Ṣūfīsm has origin in
Quran in Quranic revelation but it is said that when Prophet Mohammad went to the
journey to paradise along with Jibrail the messenger, he was shown a room he asked
the permission to open the room which was closed, Jibrail said okay, we’ll pray the
Allah and if he was allowed the lock will open when he opened the door he found
there was a casket and when the casket was opened by the parishan of Allah, there he
saw two things. One was a spiritual poverty and the other thing was a cloak, a robe. He
brought that robe back to earth and he put it on the shoulders of hasarath Ali, the
fourth imam, the first imam of shiaism and the fourth caliph. And that tradition
continue ‘til today. Most of the people say that Ṣūfīsm is carried forward through
hasarath Ali whereas Sunni says it was hasarath Akhbar who was the originator and he
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used to carry the message of Ṣūfīsm to the followers. Ṣūfīsm believes in hard /…/,
very hard, you have to live in isolation and you have to practice what has been ordered
by Islam.

And when 40 days are over and revelation a theophoric light will come to you and
then you will know the reality. This ritual is of three parts, fasting, remembering the
name of Allah, and avoidance from other people. In earlier times, in Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan and central Asia there used to be a khanquah where the Ṣūfīs retreated.
[…] It is also said that in the beginning Ṣūfīsm was a reality and not a name, as
contrasted to that situation today Ṣūfīsm is more a name than a reality. You will find
only few true Ṣūfīs in the contemporary world, most of them are fake or they have half
knowledge. And they have no spiritual light within themselves. The khanquah is one
place where they used to retreat and then there is a holy shrine, the mazār , there the
Ṣūfīs are buried and it is believed that Ṣūfīs never die. It is only the body which has
been consecrated in the grave but he is very alive and sunnis believe that they can
rescend, they can pass your problems, messages to Allah, and they can plead for you
to Allah, that is why they are Vali, friends of Allah, very close to Allah. this is the
general belief of the sunni people all of the world. Shias to have faith in Ṣūfīsm but
they have more faith in their imams or other than the Sunnis which followed later on.
Moreover, Ṣūfīsm believes in equality of people, irrespective of race, caste and
religion, it is the harmonious doctrine, integrating doctrine which is the hallmark of
Ṣūfīsm throughout the history. They never make distinction between people on the
ground of caste, on the ground of religion, /…/ this is Ṣūfīsm . But Ṣūfīsm is also one
thing which one should remember. Not all Ṣūfīsm is Quranic Ṣūfīsm . Over the years
there has been a number of intellectual religious and spiritual forces which have
enriched the doctrine of Ṣūfīsm. Like Qashmirsharism From India, vedantic
philosophy from India, philosophy from Iran, Confucius philosophy from china, and
the old greek philosophers, their doctrines all /.../ into the fabric of Ṣūfīsm . But
basically it is Islamic Ṣūfīsm , quranic Ṣūfīsm but these different sources has enriched
the status of Ṣūfīsm . Different shapes some of them where spiritual higly intellectual
people masses their desires, their decisions. There is also a group of Ṣūfīs who were
like vagabond, they would not mix with anyone moving around and some of them
used to say that Allah is .. They used to dance, they used to go into subconscious state
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Ṣūfīs. Ṣūfīsm when came to India it was responsible for consolidating the Islamic
power, the Muslim kings, and the Muslims imams because they have the hold on the
masses so the [...] take their side to help them and to express their respect for them so
that the masses will think that is not an outsider belongs to the same the first and
foremost important Ṣūfī who came to India is whose abode, khanquah was there he
found his last days and his holy shrine is highly respected in India are [...] The death
anniversary that is called the urs. Millions of people gather here, from India, from
Pakistan, from Bangladesh, from South Africa. [The interview is interrupted for a
while by a knock on the door]

And in India there are a number of Ṣūfī schools and in India we have the four major
schools wich is, the first one is Chistia and falsuadhin Chisti. He came from central
Asia. The main characteristics of this school is music and dance. A dance that is called
dance of the Dervish in India it is called hal /…/ they are very much common
everywhere the followers of Chisti they have this. Then we have /… /which came from
Bagdhad. They believe in the devotional Islam. They sing the praise of prophet
Mohammad. Also very powerful school of Sufism in India. Then we have /…/ the Ṣūfī
of this is buried in Sarhind near Delhi. They are very much opposed to dance and
music and there Ṣūfīsm is a very intellectual type, a spiritual type. [the interview is
interrupted by a phone call] They were very close to the mogul emperor /…/. And the
fourth school is a minor school. So these four schools are very much popular here in
India, but the most popular among them is Chistia.

Next question, what is it?

Q:

Do you know anything specific about Yakub Shahīd?

A:

Eh, it is the history of Yakub Shahīd, it is anchored in the folk belief. There is no
historical evidence to support who was Yakub Shahīd, how he was martyred, how he
was buried, but in the belief of the people it is said that he died in the name of Islam
and therefore he is called Shahīd and he is buried in Yakub Shahīd. Not much is
known about the antecedents not much is known. Even the structure, the mazār
structure, which is found there, appears to be of later /…/.

Maybe 100 years ago,

maybe 50 years ago. But it is a place where both Muslims and Hindus goes to pay
their respects. Because of the location of Ravidas Park nearby the people will go to
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pay their respect there and spend their time in Ravidas Park, the recreation place. So
the old time purpose which was single point directive, which was to pay respect to
Yakub Shahīd is somehow lost today. But even then, the integrative role of the mazār
still persists. Not only Muslims but Hindus go there for wish fulfilment. They offer
flowers, they sit there, they receive the blessing of the Mazār, all these things happen.
Most of the people will go on Thursdays or others may visit on other days also. Next?

Q:

Can you explain the word Shahīd?

Saint and shahīd is different. Saint is martyr and martyr is that person who died for
Islam, either spreading Islam or defending Islam. He is not a shahīd, people respect
him as a saint, but shahīd is entirely different than a saint.
Q:

Do only Sunni Muslims go there, to the mazār?

A:

Mostly Sunni Muslims go there. Some Shias may go, but it is not important among the
Shia community that they should pay visit. I’ll tell you what happens at the mass level,
the ground level, the if a Sunni says that a particular sight is revealed or a particular
economic problem they used to visit Yakub Shahīd and they remember that time
when the wish had been fulfilled then a Shia Muslim will also visit the place. This is
the common situation.

Q:

I have seen many Hindus go there too, why do they come?

A:

For wish fulfilment, and despite the fact that Hindus are idolators, but here no idol, no
deity, no image. Only the greater structure is there, but they believe that there are a
number of only through the belief or respect to the holy shrine. And those Hindus who
go there have better understanding of Islam. They will have less animosity against
Muslims. This is the common feature every year. Hindus and Muslims paying respect
to the same saint helps to consolidate the Hindu and Muslim relation.

Q:

How is the Hindu Muslim relationship in Banaras today?

A:

It is very normal, it is good. Only when the political problem is there feeling of hatred,
but mostly it is not like that.
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23 – Interview with Alim Husayn
This interview was conducted in English. Mr Alim Husayn is a prominent person in the Shia
Muslim community in Banaras and that is why I chose to interview him and ask him about
Shia muslims and mazārs.

Name:

Alim Husayn

Date and time:

14:30 PM – 14:45 PM, Monday, 14 December 2009

Place:

At his home in Shivala

Ṣūfī saints like Sunni Muslims do?

Q:

Do Shia Muslims go to the

A:

No.

Q:

Not at all? Never?

A:

Once you tell that we go to their mausoleums you mean for we are paying respect, in
that way, we do not go. Because we feel that the mausoleums of our first twelve
Imams, we go to their mausoleums. Because all the Ṣūfī saints they accepted our first
imam Ali as their guide. So... Instead of going to their mausoleums we go to the place
where our first imam Ali is buried. [...] Instead we pay full respect to those Ṣūfī saints.

Ṣūfī saints are martyrs as well?

Q:

Do Shia Muslims think that

A:

How they are martyrs? For Shia Muslims only those persons who are martyrs who has
been killed for the faith of God, no other. Those who are martyr is only one who is
killed in holy war. If you have died a natural death you are not a martyr. [...] One thing
is that we also pay respect to Ṣūfī saints. Since they believe in Ali we also pay respect,
but we don't go to mausoleums as a duty, by thinking it's a duty we don't go. We recite
the fatihā. /.../ Fatihā is the first word in the Quran.
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- 60 (10 December, 2009)

Image 1 – Yakub Shahid Mazār

Appendix 4: Photographs

Image 2 – Girl praying at the mazār

Image 3 – The back wall of the mazār,
the women’s section

(11 November, 2009)

(10 December, 2009)

Image 4 – Women outside the mazār, talking and praying
(11 November, 2009)
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Image 5 – Women resting at the mazār
(11 November, 2009)

Image 6 – Man reading outside the mazār
(10 December, 2009)
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Image 7 – Graves outside the mazār
(10 December, 2009)

Image 8 – Ribbons representing wishes tied to the iron bars at the mazār
(10 December, 2009)
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Image 9 – Man kneeling in front of a nearby grave outside the mazār
(10 December, 2009)

Image 10 – The shopkeeper
(10 December, 2009)
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Image 11 – Man praying inside the mazār
(10 December, 2009)

There are no pictures from the inner room, since women are not allowed to enter.
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Appendix 5: Glossary of terms
Term

Explanation

Ansārī

Ansārī is the jati for weavers.

Apara (Vidya)

The inferior knowledge.

Ashram

A retreat and a home of holy men and their students.147

Baba

'A title of respect for a folk deity, father, old man, ascetic or saint.'148
Bhakti translates as 'devotion' and is in Hinduism 'a movement

Bhakti

emphasizing the mutual intense emotional attachment and love of a
devotee toward a personal god and of the god for the devotee'149

Dargah

Shrine.150 See mazār.

Fatihā

'A recitation from the Quran.' 151
One of the Five Pillars of Islam. Hajj is the pilgrimage to the holy city of

Hajj

Mecca, which every adult Muslim should make at least once in their
lifetime.152

Jati

The term used to describes someone's birth (or caste). 153

Jummah-rat

Thursday night154

Madrasa

A Muslim Quran school.155

Mahant

The owner, or head, of a temple or ashram.156

Malwi

Someone who knows the Quran very well.157
A mazār is the tomb or a shrine of a Muslim hero. Another term used is

Mazār

dargāh.158 It is also a place of religious pilgrimage.159
Mokṣ can be described as release from time and space and

Mokṣ
Namaz

causality.160
The Muslim ritual prayers that should be performed five times daily.161

147

Katz, p. 473
Katz, p. 490
149
Encyclopedia Brittanica Online, accessed 10 January 2010
150
Ahmad, p. 235
151
Katz, p. 480
152
Encyclopedia Brittanica Online, accessed 25 April 2010
153
Katz, p. 484
154
Graefin V. Schwerin, p. 144
155
Katz, p. 474
156
Katz, p. 490
157
Interview with professor Toha, 2 December 2009
158
Katz, p. 478, 492
159
Oxford English Dictionary, accessed 30 September 2009
160
Zaehner, p. 6-7
161
Oxford English Dictionary, accessed 25 November 2009
148
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Para (Vidya)

The higher knowledge.

Ramayan

The story of Ram162, an epic poem .163
Sharia is the 'fundamental religious concept of Islam, namely its law,

Sharia
Ṣūfī

systematized during the /.../ 8th–9th centuries AD'.164
Islamic term for saint. 165
Ṣūfīsm

Ṣūfīsm
Thrishul

appeared in the 6th or 7th century and is a term for a mystical

branch of Islam.166
Trident
A very difficult word to explain, umma is the global Muslim community.

Umma

It can also be explained as a religious affinity.

Urs

The festival celebrated on the date of the saint’s death.167

Vagitha

Reciting the name of Allah a hundred times.
Islamic term for saint – meaning friend of God, one who has intense love

Vali

and devotion for god an seeks his utmost nearness.168

162

Katz, p. 500
Oxford English Dictionary, accessed 25 April 2010
164
Encyclopedia Brittanica Online, accessed 29 March 2010
165
Alquadri, p. 249
166
Encyclopedia Brittanica Online, accessed 26 March 2010
167
Graefin V. Schwerin, p. 144
168
Syed Manal Shah Alquadr, p. 249
163
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